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Abstract 
The Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) was founded in 1992 to solve the problem that limitations in access to shareable data were 
impeding progress in Human Language Technology research and development. At the time, the US Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency had adopted the common task research management paradigm to impose additional rigor on their programs by providing shared 
objectives, data and evaluation methods. Early successes underscored the promise of this paradigm but also the need for a standing 
infrastructure to host and distribute the shared data. During LDC’s initial five year grant, it became clear that the demand for linguistic 
data could not easily be met by the existing providers and that a dedicated data center could add capacity first for data collection and 
shortly thereafter for annotation. The expanding purview required expansions of LDC’s technical infrastructure including systems 
support and software development. An open question for the center would be its role in research beyond data development, a question 
that has since been addressed. Over its 30 years history, LDC has performed multiple roles ranging from neutral, independent data 
provider to multisite programs, to creator of exploratory data in tight collaboration with system developers, to research group focused 
on data intensive investigations. 
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1. Introduction 
Over its history, the roles of the Linguistic Data 
Consortium (LDC) 1  have grown in response to, or 
anticipation of community demands, from publisher, 
archive and sometime funder of linguistic data created by 
others, to data collector and annotator, to developer of data 
specifications and systems for collection and annotation, to 
research group focused on data intensive investigations. 
The European Language Resource Association (ELRA)2 
reported a similar expansion in its 20 year retrospective 
(Choukri et al., 2016). This paper continues a biennial 
tradition of providing the LREC community with an update 
on LDC progress but also provides a retrospective view of 
LDC history and a preview into future plans. 

2. Language Data Center Pre-History  
Human Language Technology (HLT) research in the mid-
1980s in the United States was just beginning to awaken 
from its long hibernation during the AI winter. 

The now infamous Automatic Language Processing 
Advisory Committee (ALPAC) report (Pierce et al., 1966) 
had claimed that in the US the demand for translation had 
been overestimated while the capacity of available human 
translators in the market was sufficient to meet demand but 
had been hampered by obstructions in the supply chain. It 
implicitly rejected the notion that relevant scientific 
publications should be broadly available to researchers 
regardless of the languages of those publications’ authors 
and readers. The report determined that readers needed 
more time to process and understood less from reading 
machine translation output, even after post-editing which 
inevitably increased cost over that of direct human 
translation. The report advised that while the government 
should support (computational) linguistics as a science, 

 
1 https://www.ldc.upenn.edu 
2 http://www.elra.info/en/ 

such investments would not yield improvements in 
machine translation. Instead, it recommended investment 
into measuring the quality of – and developing computer 
systems to support – human translations. As noted 
elsewhere, the ALPAC report: “virtually ended MT 
research in the US for more than a decade” in favor of 
systems to assist human translators (Hutchins, 2001). 

Just 3 years later, the ALPAC report’s lead author (Pierce, 
1969) wrote, in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of 
America’s Letters to the Editor, a similarly damaging 
criticism of speech recognition research. In that letter, one 
again sees the laudable desire to focus effort on language 
science and measurable outcomes coupled with a failure to 
imagine paths toward sufficient improvement of the 
technology or its possible applications which he called: “as 
specious as insisting that an automobile should respond to 
gee” before noting “we do very well with keyboards, cards, 
tapes, and cathode-ray tubes”. The letter also had a 
deleterious effect on speech technologies’ funding  
(Church, 2017) though some work, for example the Speech 
Understanding Research (SUR) program, continued 
through the mid 1970s before the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) funding of such 
research took a 10 year hiatus (Liberman and Wayne, 
2020).  

The reawakening of HLT in the U.S. that has led to the past 
~35 years of intensive work, with strong government 
support, began around 1986 with the new DARPA Speech 
Recognition program, which focused on both speaker 
dependent and independent read speech, within restricted 
domains, with vocabularies ranging from 1k to 64k words. 

DARPA HLT programs from this point forward employed 
the common task research management paradigm within 
which multiple teams work in parallel, cooperating and 
competing, to achieve well defined, quantifiable goals 
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using shared data with regular (also frequent) evaluation of 
system performance administered by a neutral party using 
objective, pre-determined criteria. A normal cycle of such 
programs culminates in a workshop where program 
members discuss objectives, challenges, data, research 
approaches, results and even the evaluation criteria, making 
course corrections as needed and then continuing the 
virtuous cycle until program goals are reached or funding 
is spent (Liberman and Wayne, 2020). Of particular value 
is that performers are required to describe their innovations 
and the impact of innovations on system performance so 
that all may adopt winning approaches and avoid pitfalls. 
Such programs create a culture of knowledge and resource 
sharing that attracts new research to problems of interest 
even in the absence of funding (Church, 2017). 

By the early 1990s, as a result of DARPA successes, HLT 
research was described optimistically as having “useful 
present-day systems and realistic expectations of 
progress” though the extent to which Language Resources 
(LR) or their absence or limitations could affect progress 
remained a foremost concern: “Not even the largest 
companies can easily afford enough of [the needed] data 
to satisfy their research and development needs” and 
“Researchers at smaller companies and in universities risk 
being frozen out of the process almost entirely” (Liberman 
and Godfrey, 1993). Researchers in Europe also recognized 
“growing worldwide awareness of the need for […] 
publicly available common corpora” (Gibbon, Moore, and 
Winski, 1998). 

The solution proposed to this quandary was to enable 
resource sharing on a scale adequate to meet current needs 
through a mechanism that could also anticipate future 
needs. At that time, such LRs that existed were closely held 
by their creators or else distributed unevenly under 
inconsistent terms and timelines. Allowing that situation to 
continue would have reinforced the schism between haves 
and have-nots and impeded the progress that the common 
task methodology was meant to encourage, progress that 
we have luckily observed over the past 30 years. 

DARPA recognized the need for an organization to focus 
on acquiring, curating and distributing LRs to support 
research education and technology development. Although 
research groups were and are capable of performing these 
functions, DARPA and the community saw value in 
centralizing the distribution function as well as the 
technologies (e.g. CD-ROM production at the time) and 
skills required in order to improve quality and reduce cost 
through the effects of greater scale. Through an open call 
for proposals, the University of Pennsylvania was selected 
as host organization and, with DARPA support, “the 
Linguistic Data Consortium was founded in 1992 to 
provide a mechanism for large-scale development and 
widespread sharing of resources for research in linguistic 
technologies” (Liberman and Godfrey, 1993). The US 
National Science Foundation (NSF) and National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST) would add support in 
LDC’s first years and many other government branches 
have offered support subsequently. 

3. Data Distribution 
LDC’s early efforts were focused on: “distributing 
previously created datasets, and funding or co-funding the 

development of new ones” (Liberman and Godfrey, 1993). 
The latter was enabled by the seed grant from DARPA 
which included the requirement that LDC become self-
supporting through membership and data licensing fees. 
This insistence on sustainability has allowed LDC to 
support multiple research communities over the 
intervening 30 years. Between 1992 and 1995, LDC 
focused exclusively on corpus distribution. An advisory 
board including members from the non-profit, government 
and commercial sectors defined the LDC business model 
that is still effect today with small adaptations. LDC is a 
Consortium, a kind of mutual aid society where members 
provide support in the form of membership fees and data 
contributions and receive in return access to many, many 
more datasets than any one member could hope to create. 
Although LDC is also able to individually license many of 
the corpora in its Catalog, membership continues to be the 
best option. In short, organizations contribute an annual fee 
and receive free ongoing access to the corpora released 
during each year of their membership. Organizations that 
embraced the consortium model reported being the most 
satisfied, 95% on average across multiple membership 
surveys (Reed, DiPersio, and Cieri, 2008). 

 
Over LDC’s 30 year history, standard membership fees 
were raised once; at the same time LDC provided a new 
membership type to support larger organizations who 
needed all LDC corpora as released. Over the same period, 
inflation has reduced the ‘buying power’ of a dollar in 2021 
to just 52% of what it was in 1992. The stability of the 
membership fees relative to inflation alone yields 
increasing value over time as shown in Figure 1 where the 
inflation adjusted fee of a standard membership, even 
including the 2005 increase, is now just 63% of what it was 
in 1992. 
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Figure 1: Decreasing cost of LDC Membership due to its 
stability relative to inflation 
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Figure 2: Increasing value of LDC Membership by the number 
of corpora published per year, 10 year average and cumulative 
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While inflation continues to reduce the relative cost of LDC 
memberships, their value in terms corpora released per 
year, corpus size and diversity continues to rise. In LDC’s 
first eight years the number of corpora released annually 
was highly variable (mean=18, std=11.8). We began a 
concerted effort between 2001 and 2003 to stabilize 
practice to ~2 corpora per month (annual mean=26, std=1). 
Beginning in 2004, the target was increased to ~30 per year 
(mean=36, std=5). Although a metric such as corpora per 
unit cost does not comprehend differences in corpus source 
data, volume and annotation complexity, etc., the nearly 
halving of the buying power of the dollar coupled with the 
doubling of the average number of available corpora per 
year is compelling evidence that a dedicated language data 
center can exploit economies of scale and increasing 
efficiencies in technology and process to offer continually 
growing benefit to its members. 

Today’s LDC Catalog includes more than 900 corpora in 
107 linguistic varieties, including recent additions in Dari, 
Georgian, Icelandic, Kazakh, Kurdish, Nahuatl, Persian, 
Pushto, Russian, Turkish Ukrainian, Uzbek and Zulu. 

These corpora were developed and/or used within 91 
research programs including the following: 

• large multisite programs sponsored by DARPA, 
IARPA and other agencies: AIDA, AQUAINT, 
BEST, BOLT, Communicator, DEFT, EARS, 
GALE, HARD, HAVIC, Hub4, Hub5-LVCSR, 
KAIROS, LCTL, LORELEI, Machine Reading, 
MADCAT, MED, RATS, ROAR, SPINE, TDT, 
TIDES, Tipster, Transtac 

• NIST evaluation campaigns: LRE, ACE, MT, 
OpenHaRT, OpenSAD, OpenSAT, RT, SRE, 
TAC/KBP, TREC, TRECVid 

• community organized evaluations: CoNLL, 
SemEval, SIGHAN 

The LDC Catalog3 lists 75 target applications of LDC data 
the most common of which are: 

§ handwriting recognition 
§ entity, event, relation extraction & coreference 
§ information retrieval 
§ knowledge base population 
§ language identification 
§ language modeling 
§ machine translation 
§ parsing, POS tagging & other NLP 
§ pronunciation modeling 
§ question-answering 
§ semantic role labelling 
§ sentiment detection 
§ speaker diarization, identification 
§ speech activity detection 
§ speech recognition 
§ summarization 

4. Data Collection and Annotation 
By 1995 it had become clear that language data collection 
at the scale demanded by contemporaneous DARPA 
programs required teams dedicated to corpus development 
and supplied with specialists and specialized technologies. 

 
3 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu 

LDC collection effort began in 1995, focused on 
conversational telephone speech to meet imminent 
program deadlines. Over the intervening years, operations 
expanded to include regular collection of newswire and 
broadcast news, transcription and the development of 
pronouncing lexicons. All of this new data collected by 
LDC is, of course, added to the Catalog. 

In response to program needs over the past three decades, 
LDC has locally implemented or else innovated methods 
for collecting text from: 

• news sources, journals, financial and biomedical 
documents 

• internet sources including newsgroups, blogs, 
microblogs, comment threads and discussion 
forums 

• text interactions via email, chat and SMS 
• scans or images of documents containing printed 

or  handwritten text or both. 

Among audiovisual data types we have collected: 

• broadcast news and conversation, podcasts 
• conversational telephone speech 
• lectures, interviews, meetings, field interviews 
• read, prompted & task oriented speech, role play 
• speech in noise 
• web video and directly contributed amateur video 
• animal vocalizations 
• digitized analog media including interviews in a 

variety of tape formats 
• two way radio speech characterized by severe 

channel noise 

Some of these efforts required creation of new hardware 
software solutions including: 

¨ satellite downlink node on the Voice of America 
network to collect multilingual broadcast news 
(Cieri and Liberman 2000) 

¨ fully automated platform for collecting broadcast 
audio and video and processing those through ASR 
and MT technologies 

¨ subsequent miniaturization of the platform to 
enable outsourcing of collection to international 
partners (Walker, Caruso and DiPersio 2010) 

¨ platforms to collect telephone calls also eventually 
miniaturized, modularized, deployed and managed 
remotely 

¨ interfaces that allow users to upload their 
messaging archive and remove any sensitive 
messages before contributing the remainder.  

¨ digitization station that can accept input from most 
common legacy analog media players 

¨ platform to broadcast and receive, and optionally 
degrade, clean audio for which we had transcripts 

It has also been necessary to innovate new annotation tools, 
often highly customized, task-specific local tools (Maeda, 
Mazzucchi, Cieri and 2011). However, over the past 10 
years, LDC has shifted nearly all annotation tasks to a web 
based tool, LDC webann (Wright et al. 2012), that presents 
customized front ends, that appear to users as distinct tools 
but use the same underlying database schema and project 
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management umbrella. This innovation allowed LDC’s 
annotation team to be remote if necessary, and when it 
became necessary in March 2020, no technological 
adjustment was necessary. The database supporting the 
application recognizes the evolving tools with new records 
representing the logical form of the data, and flat, 
unnormalized, tables more suitable for querying the data 
can be constructed automatically on an as-needed basis. 

Quantifying the amount of annotation webann has 
supported is challenging as different annotation tools 
require and package decisions at different granularities but, 
conservatively estimated, ~1000 annotators have used 
~1000 webann tasks to contribute ~10 million annotations. 

While developed for common task programs, as LDC needs 
expanded beyond the typical bounds of such programs, 
webann evolved into a new application, called Universal 
Annotator (UA) with a much more flexible deployment 
design, supplying the basis for the NIEUW portals (see 
§4.2) and webtrans, a comprehensive audio transcription 
application. 

Abstracting from the details of individual programs and 
their needs, longer term data development efforts have 
often followed one or more of these trajectories: 

• steadily increasing demand for greater volume at 
lower cost with shorter timelines 

• steadily increasing diversity of data sources, 
domains, genres for a given language  

• initial focus on data quantity followed by a 
reassessment of the role of data quality 

• initial focus on familiar languages followed by 
increased focus on linguistic diversity whether 
accomplished by increasing the number of 
languages in response to emergent need or by 
methodically sampling language families or 
typological features 

• increasing specificity in the linguistic varieties 
sampled 

4.1 Recent Data Collection & Annotation 
Efforts 

A complete accounting of the dozens of data collection and 
annotation efforts and their complex characteristics would 
be out of scope for this paper. However, a sampling of some 
very recent efforts indicates the breadth of current work and 
the LRs that will be available to the research community as 
a result. 

We Can Talk is a multi-modal, multi-lingual speech corpus 
for speaker recognition, consisting of telephone speech and 
speech from video for over 200 multilingual speakers of 
Cantonese plus Mandarin and/or English. 

The Corpus of Annotated Multilingual Images for OCR 
(CAMIO) supports optical character recognition research 
and evaluation, containing data from 35 languages across 
24 unique scripts. The corpus comprises approximately 
70,000 images, most of which have been annotated for text 
localization resulting in over 2.3M bounding boxes around 
lines of printed text. For 13 of the languages, a subset of 
~16,000 images have been transcribed, yielding over 2.4M 
tokens of text data. 

The Kurmanji and Sorani Speech Transcripts (KASET) 
contains ~ 350 hours of audio data from broadcasts and 
conversational telephone speech recordings in the two 
Kurdish varieties, plus transcripts for approximately 65 
hours of audio. 

The Corpus of Speech in Natural Environments (COSINE) 
corpus contains ~500 hours of audio from multiple genres 
in five languages: Indonesian, Korean, Mandarin, Modern 
Standard Arabic (MSA), and Russian, plus ~300 hours of 
orthographic transcription and ~75 hours of translation of 
the audio recordings. 

The AIDA (Active Interpretation of Disparate Alternatives 
(AIDA) corpora contain thousands of multimedia 
documents (text, image and video) in Russian, Ukrainian, 
Spanish and English covering several current event 
scenarios like Russia-Ukraine relations and the COVID 
pandemic, with a particular focus on documents reflecting 
disinformation and conflicting claims about the same 
situation. AIDA annotations include entities, relations and 
events in a large ontology, with cross-document 
coreference, association of labeled events with the specific 
claims they comprise, and an indication of claims that 
support, refute and relate to one another. 

KAIROS (Knowledge-directed Artificial Intelligence 
Reasoning Over Schemas) corpora include the ~15M-
document Schema Learning Corpus, designed to enable 
induction of high-level representations (i.e. schemas) for 
complex events like purchases, bombings or travel, across 
a broad set of domains. Each complex event type includes 
a proto-schema describing the typical steps for that event, 
plus labeled examples of each step present in the 
Spanish/English multimedia corpus. KAIROS evaluation 
corpora include documents related to real-world IED 
attacks, disease outbreaks and other incidents, with 
annotation of the temporally-ordered steps associated with 
each incident along with the entities, relations and events 
comprising those steps. 

In addition to these new efforts, LDC has undertaken 
additional work on corpora presented at previous LRECs, 
for example, the transcription and translation of the 
CallMyNet2 (CMN2) corpus. The primary objective of 
CMN2 transcription was to produce orthographic 
transcripts for 400 hours of Tunisian Arabic conversational 
telephone speech recordings selected from CMN2, 
focusing on data utilized in the NIST SRE18 evaluation. 
Transcripts represent a content-accurate, limited markup 
orthographic transcript using a transcription system based 
on Modern Standard Arabic orthography but reflecting 
Tunisian Arabic pronunciation. LDC then translated ~200 
hours of the transcribed conversations; data selected for 
translation reflected data from the full set of claque 
speakers in the original CMN2 corpus. 

4.2 Novel Incentives 
The recognition that years of concentrated effort by many 
data centers, national language projects and international 
consortiums have not met LR demand has motivated LDC 
to investigate novel incentives. As part of a three year 
program (subsequently extended due to the negative impact 
of the pandemic on outreach), LDC has built three portals 
and collected a variety of raw data and annotations and 
supported collaborators doing the same. NIEUW (Novel 
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Incentives, Workforces and Workflows) is supported by 
NSF’s Computer & Information Science & Engineering  
Research Infrastructure program and uses novel incentives 
to supplement more familiar efforts using monetary 
compensation. 

While the HLT community continues to suffer LR 
shortages, online communities have shown that people are 
willing to spend time providing language data given 
sufficient motivation and appropriate tools. Initiatives such 
as LibriVox elicit massive donations of time and spoken 
data by appealing to contributors’ interests and altruism. 
LibriVox readers record themselves reading works of 
literature (out of copyright, at least in the US) aloud to 
create public domain audiobooks. Contributors respond to 
a range of motivations: a philanthropical drive to improve 
access to literature in general – or the works of a particular 
author or a single work – among children, the sight 
impaired or illiterate; a desire to join a community of like-
minded people; the ambition to improve upon prior 
versions; the need to develop their own skills as voice 
actors and/or to gain recognition and perhaps even paid 
work from other sources (Some LibriVox readers also read 
for Audible.com). 

NIEUW began by developing a game, 
NameThatLanguage 4  which elicits judgements of the 
languages spoken in short audio clips. Even though many 
of the players are non-experts, their judgements can be 
aggregated to predict the correct answer with very high 
confidence. The input to the game was a set of >=80 clips 
for each of 13 languages plus 5400 clips suspected to be in 
one of 9 languages. To date, the game has collected the 
results of ~720,000 HITs presented to ~46,000 unique 
player IDs who provided useable results for 86%. 
Aggregated results converge on the correct answer for 
known clips after different numbers of responses 
depending upon the language. However, the player pool 
has achieved confidence sources of >=.98 for nearly all 
clips. When the player pool does not converge on the 
expected answer this nearly always (96%) means the clip is 
not in the suspected language (Cieri, Fiumara, and Wright, 
2021). 

The second phase of the NIEUW program developed a 
portal, LanguageARC 5  where Citizen Linguists can 
contribute to a variety of data intensive projects (Fiumara, 
et al., 2020). In one recent project, ~59 native speakers of 

 
4 https://namethatlanguage.org 
5 https://languagearc.com 

the Xi’an Guanzhong variety of Mandarin recorded 
themselves naming objects appearing in 622 images from 
the MultiPic corpus (Duñabeitia et al., 2018) selected for 
their familiarity to people living in China. A subset of these 
contributors audited each of 34,729 recordings for audio 
quality and use of the target variety. More recently LDC 
and researchers at the University of Texas, Dallas have 
begun to elicit transcriptions of the extremely challenging 
audio in the Fearless Steps (Joglekar et al., 2021) corpora 
containing communications of NASA Apollo space 
missions. Although contributors may be entertained or seek 
competition in Citizen Linguistics projects, principal 
incentives are most likely opportunities to learn, contribute 
to social good or reinforce local pride, for example by 
documenting an under-represented variety. 

Finally, NIEUW has developed Machina Pro Linguistica, 
(hereafter MachPro)6 for language professionals, linguists 
and others who work with language regularly, and may be 
motivated to contribute as a way to develop their 
professional skills, supplement their learning or gain access 
to resources in exchange. 

In one project, contributors transcribe in exchange for 
access to the Penn Sociolinguistic Archive, containing 
more than 5800 recordings collected over a span of more 
than 50 years by Professor William Labov and his students. 
MachPro contains all of the tool building capabilities of 
LanguageARC as well as a full implementation of LDC 
webtrans, the tool used within LDC for recent transcription 
projects. In addition, MachPro project designers have 
greater flexibility in creating documents to explain 

6 https://machprolx.org/ 

Figure 4: Eliciting language judgments via novel incentives: 
entertainment and competition 

Figure 3: LanguageARC eliciting data and judgements through 
novel incentives: learning, altruism, local pride 

Figure 5: MachPro eliciting data through novel incentives: skills 
development, access to resources, supplemental learning. 
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annotation methods and to link among documents and 
between documents and tools. While Citizen Linguistics 
projects in LanguageARC are open by default, users of 
MachPro can easily create projects that are private to the 
students in a class or members of a research team. 

The presence, within the same organization, of researchers 
working on novel incentives and the language of clinical 
interactions, described below, led to the creation of 
SpeechBiomarkers.org, where volunteers can do brief 
exercises such as picture descriptions to help establish 
baseline population performance for research involving 
clinical populations. 

This use of novel incentives offers an opportunity to 
expand beyond the limits of funded programs and begin to 
document and provide data for technology development in 
languages that have heretofore remained under-served.  

5. Data Intensive Research 
An open question that every data center must address is the 
appropriate role for data creators in the research ecosystem. 
Here we begin by noting that, notwithstanding common 
parlance, the boundary between data collection and 
research is illusory. Data collection is not some necessary 
evil that must be endured before research can begin but is 
rather an early and integral phase of the research endeavor. 
Decisions made during data collection and annotation can 
impact, e.g. system performance by failing to create an 
appropriate sample, by inserting bias, or by introducing 
annotation errors that can be mistaken for system errors in 
a technology evaluation. That said, there remain multiple 
roles that data centers can fill depending on the nature of 
their research communities and the abilities of center staff. 

Within the context of the DARPA common task programs 
described earlier, LDC was often required to play the role 
of neutral provider of both training and test data. In that 
role, LDC project managers needed to understand the 
multiple needs of the sponsors, system developers and 
evaluation teams as well as the limitations of any existing 
data and human annotators. In such a role, for example, pre-
annotation using any system – but especially any system 
developed by one of the performers – had to be done 
carefully, if it were done at all, to avoid biasing the data in 
favor of that performer. Furthermore, the data creation 
effort had to be insulated from any related research such as 
LDC’s own work on translingual topic tracking during the 
Topic Detection and Tracking program (Schultz and 
Liberman, 1999). Finally, that role brings considerations 
other than maximizing the performance of systems built 
upon the training data and evaluated with the test data. 
Sponsors often want the data to be increasingly realistic 
over time which can lead to temporary degradations of 
performance. At the same time, evaluation teams want test 
data of sufficient size and diversity to yield statistically 
significant results; however in a program with a fixed data 
budget, funds devoted toward test data reduce funds 
available for training and development data. 

In other programs, especially in their early stages or when 
specifications were not yet mature, LDC was required to 
provide exploratory data and annotations, making many 
small distributions and reacting to feedback. In such cases, 

a tighter coupling between data creation and system 
development was acceptable. 

A third potential role for data centers includes direct 
involvement in all aspects of research which may include 
technology development and evaluation (Choukri et al 
2016). 

As an example of the latter case, LDC has organized 
multiple evaluations of diarization technology (DIHARD), 
selecting and annotating data to present new challenges to 
performers, contributing to the discussion of evaluation 
metrics and, when necessary, running the scorers and 
reporting results to performers. The program’s 
contributions were summarized neatly in a recent report-
out: “The evaluation results indicate that speaker 
diarization has improved markedly since DIHARD I, 
particularly for two-party interactions, but that for many 
domains (e.g., web video) the problem remains far from 
solved.” (Ryant et al., 2021). Running technology 
evaluations on this scale requires skills in short supply in 
many research groups though abundant at NIST. LDC has 
been grateful for NIST interest in the latest DIHARD 
campaigns. 

Examples of LDC direct involvement in research and 
development abound in the clinical domain where we were 
able to find partners who were open to collaboration 
seeking linguistic biomarkers of the conditions they study 
and willing to adapt their data collection processes as 
needed. Other data centers and data intensive projects have 
similarly begun to focus on “atypical speech” (van der 
Heuvel et al. 2020) 

A series of collaboration projects with the Center for 
Autism Research (CAR) at the Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia has explored the possibility of speech as 
robust, quick, and low-cost biomarkers of autism. Early 
collaboration with the Center for Autism Research (CAR) 
and the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia showed that 
language and speech features drawn from clinical 
interviews with expert clinicians provide strong, sensitive 
biomarkers for distinguishing autistic children from 
neurotypical children (Parish-Morris et al., 2016a, 2016b). 
Another paper with CAR (Parish-Morris et al., 2017) 
shows an interesting finding that autistic girls sounded 
more typical in their use of pause fillers (“um”) during 
natural conversations than did autistic boys and the 
increased “um” ratio might be autistic girls’ strategy for 
“linguistic camouflage”. Since our previous studies 
reported that language and speech features from clinical 
interviews were valuable in understanding and 
prescreening autism, we further explored if this still held 
true when conversations were not led by expert clinicians. 
In a follow-up study (Cho et al., 2019), which examined 
this possibility, we were able to show that language and 
speech features extracted from very brief, natural 
conversations with naïve interlocutors (about 5 minutes 
long) could be indeed used for automatically identifying 
autistic children, suggesting that prescreening using speech 
may be possible in a non-clinical, local community setting, 
including historically marginalized or low-resource 
communities.  

Another ongoing, active collaboration with the 
Frontotemporal Degeneration Center at the University of 
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Pennsylvania Hospital investigates the intricate links 
between neurodegeneration, speech performance, and 
underlying pathology. In multiple reports, we were able to 
show that language and speech features extracted from one-
minute picture description data using automated acoustic 
and lexical pipelines were useful in better understanding 
various neurodegenerative conditions, including 
frontotemporal dementia (Nevler et al., 2017, 2019; Cho et 
al., 2021a), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis spectrum 
disorders (Nelver et al., 2020), progressive supranuclear 
palsy and corticobasal syndromes (Parjane et al., 2021), 
and Alzheimer’s dementia (Cho et al., 2021b). Detailed 
explanation of the acoustic pipeline (Nevler et al., 2017), 
the lexical pipeline (Cho et al., 2021a) and applications of 
these pipelines to the study of healthy aging populations 
(Cho, Nevler et al., 2021) are published elsewhere. We also 
showed that the language and speech features from our 
automated pipelines were useful in automatically 
identifying patient groups with different neurodegenerative 
phenotypes or pathology (Cho et al., 2020, Cho et al., in 
press). Since a short and simple speech sample, such as the 
one-minute picture description task, had success in 
understanding various types of neurodegenerative disease, 
our recent work extends beyond picture descriptions, 
exploring whether other types of frequently administered 
neuropsychological tests, such as fluency tasks or story 
recall tasks, would help in characterizing different 
phenotypes and pathology in patients with 
neurodegeneration. We established an automatic 
processing pipeline for letter-guided fluency tasks (Cho et 
al., 2021d) and the pipeline for story recall data is under 
development. We are currently collecting patients’ data 
using in-person and remote data collection methods, and 
we plan to apply the pipelines to patients’ data soon. 

A collaboration with researchers from the Feinstein 
Institutes at Northwell Health examine language, 
psychosis, and social processing using cutting-edge 
technologies. In previous work, we showed that language 
features from clinical interviews had greater ability to 
discriminate between patients with schizophrenia spectrum 
disorder and healthy speakers (Tang, Kriz, Cho et al., 2021) 
than traditional clinical ratings for psychosis. In recent 
works, we are studying the relation between various 
psychotic symptoms, social/emotion processing and 
language features (e.g., Krell, Tang, et al., 2022).  

It appears that the application of data collection and 
annotation methodologies, feature extraction pipelines and 
analytic processes developed in many of the programs 
described above have great potential to advance research, 
not only in clinical disciplines but also in a wider range of 
disciplines that rely upon linguistic data. 

6. Conclusion 
We have reviewed LDC’s roles over the past 30 years after 
describing the conditions that lead to an HLT winter 
followed by a reawakening and an insatiable hunger for 
LRs. We have described data distribution, collection and 
annotation and other research with somewhat less 
individual detail than in previous reports, opting instead to 
provide a longer view dotted with occasional specifics. 
Where possible, we have tried to raise issues that strike us 
as relevant to all data centers, the communities they serve 
and the future of our allied research.   
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